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Quantum-memory-assisted multi-photon generation
for efficient quantum information processing
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Efficient preparation of large, but definite, numbers of photons is of great importance for scaling up and speeding up
photonic quantum information processing. Typical singlephoton generation techniques based on nonlinear parametric
processes face challenges of probabilistic generation. Here we
demonstrate efficient synchronization of photons from multiple nonlinear parametric heralded single-photon sources,
using quantum memories. Our low-loss optical memories
greatly enhance (∼30×) the generation rate of coincidence
photons from two independent sources, while maintaining
high indistinguishability (95.7  1.4%) of the synchronized
photons. As an application, we perform the first demonstration of parametric-source-based measurement-deviceindependent quantum key distribution. The synchronization
technique demonstrated here paves the way toward efficient
quantum communication and larger-scale optical quantum
computing. © 2017 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (270.0270) Quantum optics; (270.5585) Quantum information and processing; (270.5565) Quantum communications; (270.5290)
Photon statistics.
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In the last two decades, many quantum optics experiments have
demonstrated small-scale quantum information processing applications with several photons [1–3]. For further scaling up and
speeding up photonic quantum information processing, however,
highly efficient generation of pure and indistinguishable photons
is essential. Solid-state single-emitter sources [4] such as quantum
dots and nitrogen-vacancy centers, in addition to requiring cryogenic cooling, suffer from source inhomogeneity and difficulty
achieving high-efficiency collection of emitted photons into a single spatial mode, e.g., optical fiber. For this reason, quantum optics experiments have typically used nonlinear optical parametric
sources due to experimental convenience and their stable performances. However, these cannot generate single-photon pairs
deterministically; for a mean number of photon pairs μ, the
generation probability of k photon pairs is μk ∕μ  1k1 .
Therefore, the single-pair generation probability peaks at only
2334-2536/17/091034-04 Journal © 2017 Optical Society of America

25% due to the non-negligible likelihood (∼μk ) of unwanted
zero- and multiple-pair generations. For example, a recent
10-photon experiment [5] using five spontaneous parametric
downconversion (SPDC) sources needed to keep μ < 0.05 to
suppress the multi-pair emissions, resulting in a 10-photon
coincidence rate of only several events per hour.
Here we employ quantum memories (QMs) to synchronize
such probabilistic parametric sources to efficiently generate multiple simultaneous single photons, as shown in Fig. 1(a). M parametric sources pumped with a period τ generate photon pairs
probabilistically, though in general not simultaneously. Each parametric source works as a heralded single-photon source (HSPS) in
which photons generated in a trigger mode are sent to a singlephoton detector (SPD), whose click “heralds” in which time slot
the corresponding twin photon is present. Each QM triggered by
a heralding signal from its corresponding HSPS stores heralded
photons for an arbitrary integer time of τ, until other sources produce their pairs. After the last source heralds a “last-born” photon,
the M − 1 memories storing the earlier-born photons release them
simultaneously, thereby producing M simultaneous photons.
Given each source’s heralding probability per pump pulse
p ∼ μη ≪ 1 (where η is the system detection efficiency of the
trigger mode), a maximum number of storage time slots N ,
and lossless QMs, the M -fold coincidence probability is given
by f1 − 1 − pN gM ≃ pN M . Hence, one can obtain up to
×N M −1 enhancement over a non-synchronized case that requires
M sources to simultaneously herald M photons (with probability
pM N ). Theoretical details of the synchronization scheme are discussed in Refs. [6,7] and Supplement 1. Related schemes have
been demonstrated by using optical parametric oscillators [8]
and atomic ensembles [9]; however, our pulsed-pump scheme
is advanced in high-speed capability and low loss, which determine the net rate enhancement. Note that this synchronization
scheme even has a higher generation rate compared to recently
demonstrated periodic time-multiplexed HSPSs [10–12]: M periodic time-multiplexed sources need to wait for periodic output
time windows even if all QMs have loaded photons earlier. In
contrast, our proposed scheme needs to store M − 1 photons only
for the difference of the generation time slots, substantially reducing total storage loss in imperfect (and practical) QMs. Also, the
synchronization process can be repeated immediately after the last
source heralds its photon.
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Our scheme in general can be applied to multiple HSPSs not
only in a local laboratory together but also in remote locations; the
former case is very useful for quantum computing applications
[13–15], while the latter has great potential for realizing efficient
quantum networking. Particularly, synchronized remote sources
can be directly applicable to an important quantum communication application—measurement-device-independent quantum
key distribution (MDI-QKD) [16]—that is secure against all detector side-channel attacks. Our proposed MDI-QKD scheme
with QMs is depicted in Fig. 1(b). In general MDI-QKD,
Alice and Bob, who want to share secure cryptographic keys with
each other, both need to simultaneously send qubit-encoded photons to Charlie, who identifies the correlation between Alice’s and
Bob’s qubits (but not those qubits themselves) via Bell-state measurement (BSM), i.e., projection measurement of them into the
Bell-state basis. Therefore, since MDI-QKD requires two-photon
coincidences in the BSM, efficient simultaneous generation of
single-photon states is more critical to realize high secure key rate,
while a traditional BB84 protocol in principle needs only one
single-photon source (but then requires additional assumptions
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Fig. 1. (a) A scheme to generate M single photons from M HSPSs
synchronized by quantum memories. NLC, nonlinear crystal; SPD,
single-photon detector; QM, quantum memory. NLCs in general produce single-photon pairs only rarely, and thus simultaneous M -photon
generation occurs only with very low probability. QMs can compensate
for the relative delay of photons from each source, and release them
simultaneously. (b) Our proposed MDI-QKD scheme, in which Charlie
can synchronize the photons from two remote HSPSs. In MDI-QKD,
Alice and Bob each possess qubit encoders and probabilistic singlephoton sources, e.g., HSPSs or faint laser sources. Charlie receives
Alice’s and Bob’s photons, performing a Bell-state measurement (BSM)
on them. Informed by Charlie’s observation of the Bell state, Alice
and Bob know the specific correlation between their respective qubits,
perform post-processing, and generate a shared secure key. Therefore,
in MDI-QKD, efficient simultaneous generation of single-photon states
is more critical to produce higher secure key rates than in a traditional
BB84 protocol. A QM module in our scheme delays an early-arrival photon to be sent to the BSM setup simultaneously with a late-arrival photon.
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about the detectors [17]). In our scheme, in addition to the standard BSM configuration, Charlie possesses a QM module so that
an early-arrival photon from Alice’s (Bob’s) HSPS is delayed to be
sent to the BSM setup simultaneously with a late-arrival photon
from Bob’s (Alice’s) source. Thus, the success event rate of the
BSM and thereby the secure key rate and transmission distance
are significantly increased compared to the standard (nonsynchronized) case [18,19].
A schematic diagram of our experiment for synchronizing
two HSPSs is shown in Fig. 2. Our HSPSs [20] pumped by a
common pulsed laser source (with period τ  10 ns) generate
heralded photons at 1590 nm with 96% spectral indistinguishability. We operated the pair generation rate at μ  0.013 per
pulse, for which the SPDC multi-pair contribution to the total
coincidence counts was limited to ∼4%. Our QM, consisting of a
bulk optics delay cavity with a matched cycle length τ and a highspeed polarization switch (a Pockels cell, PC), has 98.8% transmission per cycle. Incorporating two fiber optic circulators, the
QM can delay photons coming from either of the HSPSs for
an arbitrary integer time of τ (see Supplement 1). Due to the
low switching rate (1 MHz) of the PC, the synchronization process is not repeated immediately after synchronizing two photons,
but after a fixed cycle (every 1 μs).
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show, respectively, synchronized trigger
signal rates from two HSPSs and two-photon coincidence
count rates versus N . The synchronized trigger signal rate
increases approximately as N 2 as expected; an ∼N 2 increase is
also observed for the two-photon coincidence count rates, due
to the high storage efficiency. Without the synchronization process, we observed a coincidence count rate of only 121  6 per
100 s with the pump repetition rate of 1∕τ  100 MHz. We
determined the enhancement factor for the two-photon coincidence count rate as the ratio of the synchronized and nonsynchronized case’s coincidence count rates per pump pulse
[see Fig. 3(c)]; the enhancement factor increases almost linearly
as N , and ×30.5  1.6 enhancement was obtained with N  40.
Note that this same approach, generalized to preparing, e.g., 10
simultaneous photons, would have an enhancement factor of
30.59  2.28 × 1013 . Our results are in agreement with the theoretical predictions, shown as solid lines in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) (see
Supplement 1).
We characterized the indistinguishability of the synchronized
photons by Hong–Ou–Mandel interference (HOMI) [21], of
which visibility is a direct measure, and essential for BSM (as will
be demonstrated). Our observed HOMI with N  40, as well as
the best-fit theoretical curve [20], is shown in Fig. 3(d). The estimated visibility and dip width after subtracting background
counts (23.2 counts for each data point) were 95.7  1.5%
and 6.00  0.02 ps, respectively, which closely matches our prediction based on the observed joint spectral intensities of the
HSPSs (see Supplement 1); the background counts are mainly
due to the multi-photon emissions. This high HOMI visibility
indicates that our QM well preserves the time-bandwidth characteristics (Δt  6.1 ps, Δλ  0.8 nm) and indistinguishability
of the heralded photons.
Last, we apply our synchronization technique to demonstrate
proof-of-concept MDI-QKD with time-bin-encoded heralded
single photons. Note that polarization qubits are not switchable
because our QM switches polarization to control a photon’s
delay, so instead we use time-bin encoding (see Supplement 1).
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of our experimental setup, with FC, fiber coupler; HWP, half-wave plate; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; SPD, single-photon
detector; PC, Pockels cell; IF, interference filter (Δλ  1.1 nm); DM, dichroic mirror; SMF, single-mode fiber; FPGA, field-programmable gate array;
and FS, fiber splitter. See Supplement 1 for experimental details.
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Fig. 3. (a) Synchronized trigger signal rate, (b) coincidence count rate of synchronized heralded photons, and (c) enhancement factor of coincidence
count rates in the synchronized case compared to the asynchronous case, versus maximum storage cycle number N. (d) Observed HOMI for synchronized
photons, with N  40. Error bars are estimated by Poissonian photon counting statistics.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show experimental results of the BSM for
the early-/late-qubit basis fjei; jl ig and their superposition
basis
pﬃﬃﬃ
fji; j−ig, where jei⊥jl i, ji  jei  jl i∕ 2. Coincidence
events are collected for N p  4 × 109 pump pulses. With our
BSM setup projecting
pﬃﬃﬃ two qubits ontopaﬃﬃﬃ singlet state
jψ − i ≡ jel i − jl ei∕ 2  j  −i − j − i∕ 2, our observed
coincidence counts (without subtracting background counts)
from identical qubits are only ∼8% of those from orthogonal
qubits, due to high-visibility HOMI (∼92%). Note that these
highly suppressed error count rates depend on the low multiphoton contributions (∼4%); in contrast, previous demonstrations [22–26] of MDI-QKD with weak coherent pulses could
only have 50% HOMI visibility because of their large photonnumber noise.
Based on the result of the BSM, we estimate the lower bound
of secure key rate R  2.12 × 10−8 bit per pump pulse (corresponding to 0.851 bit/s with our 1-MHz system repetition rate)
over an equivalent loss, i.e., the total loss of two optical channels
from each SPDC crystal to the first circulator, of ∼14 dB. See
Supplement 1 for details of secure key rate evaluations. For comparison, we also performed our MDI-QKD experiment without
synchronization. Although a similar distribution of coincidence
counts is observed [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)], no positive key could
be guaranteed because of the large uncertainty in the estimates of
the QKD bit error rates, due to ∼30× fewer photon count rates

Fig. 4. Coincidence counts (without subtracting background counts)
from BSM of different time-bin encoded photons. (a) fjei; jl ig basis.
(b) fji; j−ig basis. We observed very high contrast in coincidence count
rates, implying low quantum bit error rates. (c) and (d) are enlarged
figures of (a) and (b), showing the corresponding coincidence counts
without synchronization, in light colors; while error probabilities are
similar, the count rates are ∼30× lower. Coincidence counts are collected
for N p  4 × 109 pump pulses in each data point.
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compared to the synchronized case. Therefore, the enhanced
coincidence count rate with our synchronization technique is
critical to enable useful HSPS-based MDI-QKD.
Our current secure key generation rate could be enhanced by a
factor of ∼250 by several improvements on our current physical
setup (see Supplement 1). In addition, we expect that employing
decoy-state methods would allow us to use much higher values
of μ, thereby further increasing the secure key rate [18,19].
Furthermore, passive decoy-state methods [27,28] can be applied
for HSPS-based MDI-QKD to remove active decoy intensity
modulations.
Extending our current setup would allow us to generate up to
10 synchronized single photons with a reasonably high generation
rate (≳1∕s). An even larger number of photons can be generated
by reducing optics loss in both the trigger and heralded photons;
we predict that generation rates up to 30 coincident photons
every few seconds should be possible, a 23-order-of-magnitude
improvement over current state of the art [5]. See Supplement 1
for the details of our prediction. Although we demonstrated this
memory-assisted scheme with bulk optics, our scheme can be
compatible with integrated optics having a great scalability in
terms of the physical implementation. However, mitigating loss
in such integrated optics remains a challenge.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated QM-assisted synchronization of multiple HSPSs for efficiently generating multiple
single-photon states. Our synchronization scheme can be applied
with both local and remote HSPSs; the former is valuable for
larger-scale quantum computing, while the latter has great potential for realizing efficient and low-noise quantum communication.
We observed greatly enhanced coincidence count rates as well as
high indistinguishability of photons from two synchronized
HSPSs. Moreover, for the first time, we obtained secure keys
via HSPS-based MDI-QKD, with the help of the source synchronization. We anticipate that these synchronization methods will
pave the way toward larger-scale optical quantum computation
and communication applications.
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